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ABSTRACT Among other security concerns, the reliable device to device direct communication is an
important research aspect in sensor cloud system application of Internet of things (IoT). The access control
mechanism can ensure the reliability through secure communication among two IoT devices without medi-
ation of intermediate agent. Mainly, it requires twofold strategy involving the authentication of each other
and session key establishment. Quite recently, in 2019, Das et al. proposed a certificate based lightweight
access control and key agreement scheme for IoT devices (LACKA-IoT) to ensure smooth and secure access
control and claimed LACKA-IoT towithstand the several attacks. Specifically, it is claimed that LACKA-IoT
can resist device impersonation and man in middle attacks. However, the proof in this article refutes their
claim and it is shown here, that LACKA-IoT is insecure against both device impersonation and man in
middle attacks. An adversary just by using public parameters and by listening the communication channel
can impersonate any device. Moreover, the same can also launch successful man in middle attack using
public parameters and listened messages from public channel. An improved protocol iLACKA-IoT is then
proposed in the paper. The iLACKA-IoT provides resistance against various types of threats and provides
the required level of security, for evidence both formal validation through random or real (ROR) model as
well as the informal validation through discussion on attack resilience is provided. The iLACKA-IoT is not
only better in security but also provides performance efficiency as compared with LACKA-IoT and related
schemes.

INDEX TERMS Device access control, device impersonation, forged message, IoT access, reliability.

I. INTRODUCTION
Consisting of several interconnected things including both
physical smart-devices like sensors, mobiles, road and aerial
vehicles etc. and soft/virtual objects like electronic wallets,
tickets etc., the internet of things facilitates the accumulation
of data and the decision making using the accumulated data.
The IoT encompasses a wide range of applications which
has empowered the sharing of information between the phys-
ical and virtual things directly or through some interfaces
provided by high computing infrastructures like cloud com-
puting to augment the low capacity personal smart devices,
all this is achieved via public internet [1]–[3]. Typical IoT
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application scenarios as illustrated in Fig 1 includes smart
homes, smart vehicles, smart industry, smart healthcare etc.
The large range of IoT based applications are mainly aimed
at providing Quality of service (QoS) and enhancing the life
quality, through employing smart and intelligent methods in
all such applications of day to day routine and corporate
life. The IoT should support the user requirements, while
consuming low resources including finance, energy and time
[4]. Despite all such benefits and enhancement of quality
life, the IoT services are subject to various security threats
and attacks including Denial of services (DoS), imperson-
ation, privacy invasion, replaying and IoT network disruption,
the distributed and vendor specified data format and huge
data involved can also play negative role for forensics [1].
To counter these threats and to ensure the availability and
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FIGURE 1. IoT Application domain example.

integrity of services along with privacy provision, the tai-
lored IoT authentication methods are necessary [5]. Various
authentication schemes were proposed to secure IoT and
related systems [6]–[21]. However, many such schemes were
insecure or inefficient. In 2016 Li et al. [7] proposed an access
control protocol for IoT based sensor networks using pairing
based operations powered with elliptic curve cryptography
(ECC). Due to the usage of pairing operation, the scheme
completes access control cycle using comparatively high
computation power. Moreover, later it was proved as insecure
against some related attacks. Likewise, in 2017, Challa et al.
[8] proposed a purely ECC based scheme for access control
for IoT based systems. However, Chaudhry et al. [22] argued
that the scheme of Challa et al. entails correctness issues and
cannot complete operation normally. Challa et al. proposed
another scheme [20], which was suggested as weak against
many attacks by Ali et al. [23]. In 2018, Luo et al. [11]
presented their designed scheme for access control in sensor
networks. In 2019, Jia et al. [12] also proposed a new IoT
authentication scheme using pairing and ECC. Despite high
consumption of computation power, both of these [11], [12]
do not provide direct device to device (D2D) authentication.
Additionally, the scheme of Luo et al. [11] entails some
other insecurities [13]. Another scheme of securing industrial
IoT was presented by Das et al. [14] in 2019. However,
Hussain et al. [24] in their comments suggested some critical
weaknesses in their scheme [14]. Another scheme for secure
data collection was proposed in [25], in addition to a recent
scheme for securing smart grid based communication [26].

A. MOTIVATION AND CONTRIBUTIONS
Very recently, Das et al. [13] proposed another D2D access
control scheme purely based on ECC and symmetric key
functions. Das et al. emphasized two main aspects for access
control 1) device authentication, to provide legitimate access
control between the neighboring devices, and 2) key agree-
ment, which is the result of successful authentication and
can be used for exchange of data between the authenti-
cated devices. Das et al. claimed the scheme [13] to provide
all required security features and resistance against known
attacks. Specifically, it was claimed by Das et al. that the
scheme presented in [13] is secure against device imper-
sonation and man in middle attacks. The in-depth analy-
sis in subsequent sections, however, nullifies their claim.
We show that the scheme of Das et al. is insecure against
device impersonation and man in middle attacks. We then
proposed an improved scheme to mitigate the insecurities and
to provide computational and communication efficiencies.
The proposed scheme is free of any pairing based expen-
sive operations and provides required security level and per-
formance. Rest of the paper is organized as follows: The
notation guide is presented in Table 1. The adopted threat
model is presented in Subsection I-B. Section II provides the
revisit of the scheme of Das et al., while its’ weaknesses are
shown in Section III. The proposed iLACKA-IoT is presented
in Section IV. The formal and informal security analysis
of the proposed iLACKA-IoT is conducted in Section V.
The performance and security comparisons are solicited in
Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

TABLE 1. Notations guide.

B. THREAT MODEL
The common threat model based on Dolev-Yao and
Canetti-Krawczyk is adopted in this paper [27]–[34]. As per
the adopted threat model, the adversary A has following
capabilities:

1) The A has control over insecure channel being used
among the participants for data exchange and A can
eavesdrop, delete, replay or alter any data during trans-
mission.A can also forge and transmit amessage to any
device pretending itself as another device of the system.
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FIGURE 2. Das et al.’s device access method.

2) A can expose the parameters stored on a physically
captured device using power analysis.

3) A can be an insider (a curious device) or an external
entity.

4) The public system parameters including public keys
and identities of all the system entities (certificate
authority and communicating devices) are accessible to
insiders and outsiders.

5) The private key of the certificate authority (CA) is safe
and A does not have capabilities to expose the private
key of the CA.

II. DEVICE ACCESS CONTROL SCHEME OF DAS et al.
In this section, the device access control (DAC) scheme of
Das et al. is revisited. The DAC mainly involves two types
of entities: the certificate authority (CA) which governs the
registration process by assigning public and private key pair
to each device along with related device specific certificate.
After registration, two registered IoT devices can communi-
cate directly throughDAC phase. The subsequent subsections
provide the brief review of each phase of Das et al.’s scheme:

A. SYSTEM SETUP
For system setup, the CA selects non singular Elliptic Curve
(EC) Ep(α, β) and a point P over EC . The CA then selects
its private/public key pair {xCA ∈ Z∗p ,QCA = xCA.P}.
CA also selects a oneway H (.) function. Finally, CA pub-
lishes {Ep(α, β),P,QCA,H (.)} and keeps xCA secret.

B. DEVICE REGISTRATION PHASE
For registration purposes, CA selects an identity IDk for each
device {Dk |k = 1, 2 . . . n}. The CA then selects private key
xk and computes public key Qk = xk .P for Dk . CA generates
lk randomly and computes Ak = (xk + lk ).P and certifi-
cate ck = xCA + (xk + lk )H (IDk ||Ak ). Finally CA stores
{IDk ,Ak , ck , xk ,Qk} along with public parameters of the sys-
tem {Ep(α, β),P,QCA,H (.)} on the memory of device Dk .

C. DAS et al.’s DEVICE ACCESS CONTROL
By executing device access control phase, a registered device
can access the data/information stored/collected in another
device. For granting access both devices should authenticate
each other. This phase as shown in Fig. 2 is initiated by an
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IoT device Di, when it needs to communicate with another
device Dj. The access control phase completes by execution
of following steps between both devices i.e. Di and Dj:

DAC 1: Di → Dj : {Msg1}
Initially, Di construct an access control request and for
this Di selects ri ∈ Z∗p and timestamp Ti. Di further
computesRi = riP, zi = ci+H (Ai||ci||Ri||Qi||Ti)(ri+xi)
and sends Msg1 = {IDi,Ai, ci,Ti, zi,Ri,Qi} to Dj.
DAC 2: Dj → Di : {Msg2}
On receiving Msg1, Dj first verifies the freshness of
time stamp through |Ti − T ∗i | ≤ 0, where T ∗i denotes
the receiving timestamp on Dj side. The Dj on suc-

cess scenario verifies: 1) ci.P
?
= QCA + H (IDi||Ai)Ai

and 2) zi.P
?
= ci.P + H (Ai||ci||Ri||Qi||Ti)(Ri + Qi),

terminates the access control request if both or any
of 1 or 2 does not hold. Otherwise, Dj selects random
nonce and current timestamp pair {rj ∈ Z∗p ,Tj} and
computes Rj = rj.P, zj = cj +H (Aj||cj||Rj||Qj||Tj)(rj +
xj), Bij = rj.Ri, Kij = xj.Qi along with session
key SKij = h(Bij||Kij||Ti||Tj||IDi||IDj) and its’ veri-
fier SKVij = h(SKij||Tj). Dj at last sends Msg2 =
{IDj,Aj, cj,Tj, zj,Rj,Qj, SKVij} to Di.
DAC 3: Di → Dj : {Msg3}
On receiving Msg2, Di first verifies the freshness of
time stamp through |Tj − T ∗j | ≤ 0, where T ∗j denotes
the receiving timestamp on Di side. The Di on suc-
cess scenario verifies: 1) cj.P

?
= QCA + H (IDj||Aj)Aj

and 2) zj.P
?
= cj.P + H (Aj||cj||Rj||Qj||Tj)(Rj + Qj),

terminates the access control request if both or any
of 1 or 2 does not hold. Otherwise, Di computes
Bij = ri.Rj, Kij = xi.Qj and session key SK ′ij =
h(Bij||Kij||Ti||Tj||IDi||IDj). Di then checks the validity

of SK ′ij through SKVij
?
= h(SKij||Tj). If verified suc-

cessfully, Di generate new timestamp T ′i and computes
its’ own key verifier SKV ′ij = h(SK ′ij||T

′
j ) and sends

Msg3 = {SKV ′ij} to Dj.
DAC 4: On receiving Msg3, Dj first verifies the fresh-
ness of time stamp through |T ′i − T

′
∗
i | ≤ 0, where

T
′
∗
i denotes the receiving timestamp on Dj side. The

Dj on success verifies SKV ′ij
?
= h(SKij||T ′j ). Upon

success Dj considers Di authenticated with SKij =
h(Bij||Kij||Ti||Tj||IDi||IDj) as the session key shared
among the peer.

III. WEAKNESSES OF DAS et al.’s SCHEME
This section explores some of the weaknesses of Das et al.’s
device access scheme. In forthcoming subsections, it is to
prove that any attacker (insider or outsider) with capabilities
to listen and transmit a message, by using only the public
parameters can easily impersonate himself as any registered
device.

A. DEVICE IMPERSONATION ATTACK
Consider an ordinary attackerA (insider or outsider), wants to
impersonate and share a session key on behalf of a registered

device Dk , where Dk can be the initiating or the responding
device. For simplicity, we considerDk as the initiating device.
A waits for Dk to initiate an access control request by send-
ing Msg1 = {IDk ,Ak , ck ,Tk , zk ,Rk ,Qk} to the responding
device Ds. A intercepts the message and stores {IDk ,Ak , ck}
in it’s memory. Now, using the stored parameters, A can
impersonate as himself as Dk and can share session key with
any-other device of the system. The attack can be simulated
as follows:

DDIA 1: A picks xa as fake private key and computes
Qa = xa.P as fake public key.
DDIA 2: A selects ra ∈ Z∗p randomly and generates
current time stamp Ta. A now computes Ra = raP and

za = ck + H (Ak ||ck ||Ra||Qa||Ta)(ra + xa) (1)

A sends Msga1 = {IDk ,Ak , ck ,Ta, za,Ra,Qa} to the
responding device Ds.
DDIA 3: Upon receivingMsga1,Ds verifies freshness of
the message through comparing the received time stamp
Ta with current timestamp T ∗a , as Ta is freshly picked,
so this freshness holds.
DDIA 4: Now, Ds checks following equalities:

ck .P
?
= QCA + H (IDk ||Ak )Ak (2)

za.P
?
= ck .P+ H (Ak ||ck ||Ra||Qa||Ta)(Ra + Qa) (3)

DDIA 5: If both Eqs. 2 and 3 hold, Ds considers
the initiating party as legitimate Dk and proceeds
further by selecting rs ∈ Z∗p randomly and then
generates fresh Ts to compute Rs = rs.P, zs =
cs + H (As||cs||Rs||Qs||Ts)(rs + xs), Bks = rs.Ra,
Kks = xs.Qa, SKks = h(Bks||Kks||Ta||Ts||IDk ||IDs)
and SKVks = h(SKks||Ts). Ds now sends Msg2 =
{IDs,As, cs,Ts, zs,Rs,Qs, SKVks} to Dk .
DDIA 6: A intercepts the message verifies cs.P

?
=

QCA+H (IDs||As)As and zs.P
?
= cs.P+H (As||cs||Rs||Qs||

Ts)(Rs +Qs) after checking freshness of the time stamp
and then computes Bks = rk .Rs, Kks = xk .Qs, SK ′ks =

h(Bks||Kks||Tk ||Ts||IDk ||IDs), SKVks
?
= h(SKks||Ts). A

now generate new timestamp T ′k and computes SKV ′ks =
h(SK ′ks||T

′
s). At last, A sends Msg3 = {SKV ′ks} to Ds.

DDIA 7: Ds receivesMsg3 and verifies timestamp fresh-
ness as well as following equality:

SKV ′ij
?
= h(SKij||T ′j ) (4)

Proposition 1: In the device access control system of Das
et al., an attackerA by using public parameters and listening
to the communication channel can easily authenticate himself
as a legitimate device Dk from a device Ds and can share a
session key with Ds.
Proof 1: A computes and sendsMsga1 = {IDk ,Ak , ck ,Ta

, za,Ra,Qa} to Ds, and Ds on reception of the message
authenticates A on behalf of Dk subject to timestamp fresh-
ness and the verification of equalities shown in Eqs. 2 and 3.
As the timestamp Ta is freshly generated by A, so A passes
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FIGURE 3. iLACKA-IoT device access method.

this test. Moreover, A used the original certificate ck and
Ak along with identity IDk , intercepted in some previous
session from the public channel, therefor Eq. 2 (ck .P

?
=

QCA + H (IDk ||Ak )Ak ) also holds. A computes za in Eq. 1
using intercepted {ck ,Ak} and self selected and/or computed
{ra,Ta, xa,Ra = ra.P,Qa = ca.P}. All parameters makes a
valid relationship and if za is multiplied with base point P,
it can be clearly seen that Eq. 3 holds. Therefore, the device
access control scheme of Das et al. is insecure against device
impersonation attack.

Likewise, quite similar procedure can be simulated to show
theweakness of Das et al.’s scheme against the impersonation
of responding device.

B. MAN IN MIDDLE ATTACK
The scheme of Das et al. is also vulnerable to man in middle
attack and any attacker, whether insider or outsider can launch
this attack. This attack can be simulated very similar to device
impersonation attack as simulated in subsection III-A, proved
through proposition 1 and it’s proof. The attacker just needs
to listen and stop the message flow and accordingly sent on
both sides the forged public key of the other side along with

genuine certificate captured during listening. As the steps are
very similar, as given in subsection III-A, therefore, are not
being reproduced here.

IV. PROPOSED SCHEME
The proposed improved scheme (iLACKA-IoT) is presented
in this section. Following subsections provide brief explana-
tion of each of the corresponding phase of the iLACKA-IoT
which is also illustrated in Fig. 3:

A. DEVICE REGISTRATION PHASE
For registration purposes, CA selects an identity IDk for each
device {Dk |k = 1, 2 . . . n}. The CA then selects private key
xk and computes public key Qk = xk .P for Dk . CA generates
lk randomly and computes Ak = (xk + lk ).P and certificate
ck = xCA + (xk + lk )H (IDk ||Ak ) + xk . Finally CA stores
{IDk ,Ak , ck , xk ,Qk} along with public parameters of the sys-
tem {Ep(α, β),P,QCA,H (.)} on the memory of device Dk .

B. PROPOSED DEVICE ACCESS CONTROL PHASE
In proposed iLACKA-IoT, this phase is initiated by an IoT
deviceDi, when it needs to communicate with another device
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Dj. The access control phase completes by execution of fol-
lowing steps between both devices i.e. Di and Dj:

PAC 1: Di → Dj : {Msg1}
Initially, Di construct an access control request and for
this Di selects ri ∈ Z∗p and timestamp Ti. Di further
computes Ri = riP, zi = ri + ci and sends Msg1 =
{IDi,Ai,Ti, zi,Ri,Qi} to Dj.
PAC 2: Dj → Di : {Msg2}
On receiving Msg1, Dj first verifies the freshness of
time stamp through |Ti − T ∗i | ≤ 0, where T ∗i denotes
the receiving timestamp on Dj side. The Dj on success

scenario verifies zi.P
?
= Ri + QCA + H (IDi||Ai)Ai +

Qi, terminates the access control request in fail case.
Otherwise, Dj selects random nonce and current times-
tamp pair {rj ∈ Z∗p ,Tj} and computes Rj = rj.P,
zj = rj + cj, Bij = rj.Ri, Kij = xj.Qi along with
session key SKij = h(Bij||Kij||Ti||Tj||IDi||IDj) and its’
verifier SKVij = h(SKij||Tj). Dj at last sends Msg2 =
{IDj,Aj,Tj, zj,Rj,Qj, SKVij} to Di.
PAC 3: Di → Dj : {Msg3}
On receiving Msg2, Di first verifies the freshness of
time stamp through |Tj − T ∗j | ≤ 0, where T ∗j denotes
the receiving timestamp on Di side. The Di on success
scenario verifies zj.P

?
= Rj+QCA+H (IDj||Aj)Aj+Qj and

2) zj.P
?
= cj.P+H (Aj||cj||Rj||Qj||Tj)(Rj+Qj), terminates

the access control request in fail case. Otherwise, Di
computes Bij = ri.Rj, Kij = xi.Qj and session key
SK ′ij = h(Bij||Kij||Ti||Tj||IDi||IDj). Di then checks the

validity of SK ′ij through SKVij
?
= h(SKij||Tj). If verified

successfully, Di generate new timestamp T ′i and com-
putes its’ own key verifier SKV ′ij = h(SK ′ij||T

′
j ) and sends

Msg3 = {SKV ′ij} to Dj.
PAC 4: On receivingMsg3,Dj first verifies the freshness
of time stamp through |T ′i −T

′
∗
i | ≤ 0, where T

′
∗
i denotes

the receiving timestamp on Dj side. The Dj on success

verifies SKV ′ij
?
= h(SKij||T ′j ). Upon successDj considers

Di authenticated with SKij = h(Bij||Kij||Ti||Tj||IDi||IDj)
as the session key shared among the peer.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we conduct formal security analysis using
ROR (Real-Or-Random) oracle model along with a com-
prehensive discussion on attack resilience of the proposed
iLACKA-IoT, especially against the device impersonation
and man in middle attacks. Following subsections provide
formal and informal analysis:

A. FORMAL SECURITY ANALYSIS
The formal ROR (Real-Or-Random) oracle model [35] is
adopted to prove the security of proposed device to device
access control (iLACKA-IoT) in internet of things based
architecture. This subsection proves the secrecy of the shared
authenticated session key SKij among two IoT devices Di

and Dj. The investigation in ROR initiates by using semantic
security and after then the SKij security of the proposed
iLACKA-IoT protocol follows in Theorem 1. All the below
mentioned queries are executed by A- the adversary as well
as the collision resistant H (..) function is considered to be
accessible by all participants including A; whereas, H (..) is
modeled as a random oracle (RO) termed as HSf , following
components describe the execution of ROR model:
Participants. By and large two entities/devices (Di and

Dj) communicates for successful and normal completion of
the authentication procedure in the proposed iLACKA-IoT;
whereas, CA furnishes the device registration and dynamic
device addition procedures. We use5d1

Di and5
d2
Dj to illustrate

the instances d1 (forDi) and d2 (forDj) for each of the device,
and are called RO instances.

Following queries are solicited:
Execute(5d1

Di ,5
d2
Dj ), the execute is a simulation of the eaves-

dropping the communication betweenDi andDj. The attacker
gets the messages shared on public channel through this
query.

CorruptDevice(5d1
Di ) This supports in stealing the stored

parameters from compromised and/or stolen device Di or Dj.
Reveal(5d ) Applying this query, A can expose the key SKij
shared between Di and Dj (i.e between (5d ) and counterpart
device).
Test(5d ) Applying this query, A can test the genuineness
of SKij, while 5d results a random out put of an impartial
flipping of a coin (say co).
Accepted State The ‘‘accepted state’’ occurs for an instance
5d , when the last message is accepted and it shows the
messages communicated are in sequence with an Sid of 5d

(the session identifier) for the session being executed.
Partnering The instances 5d1 and 5d2 are termed as
mutual-partners subject to trueness of following properties:
-5d1 and 5d2 both are in accepted states.
-5d1 and 5d2 share Sid .
-5d1 and 5d2 are mutual participant of each other.
FreshnessAny instance5d1 or5d2 is termed as fresh subject
to A incapability to expose SKij constituted among both the
partner-devices by applying reveal(5d ).
Definition 1 illustrates the semantic security of the proposed
(iLACKA− IoT ), which is proved in Theorem 1.
Definition (Semantic Security). The advantage forA to break
semantic security of iLACKA-IoT in polynomial time tpl
to expose SKij between Di and Dj can be expressed as
ADV iLACKA−IoT

A (tpl) = |2Pr[co′ = co]− 1|, with co′ denotes
the original and co the guessed bits.
Theorem 1. The advantage for an activeA to expose the SKij
between Di and Dj with polynomial time tpland qHSf number
of queries are allowed in tpl , during access control phase of
iLACKA-IoT can be approximated as:

ADV iLACKA−IoT
A (tpl) ≤

q2hsf
HSf
+ ADV ECDDHP

A (tpl).

Proof. The proof consists of three games GA
n |n = 1, 2, 3

for A [13], [36] with win probability of an event, where A
can correctly guess a bit co can be denoted as SucpAGn . A’s
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advantage is solicited as: ADV iLACKA−IoT
A,Gn = Pr[SucpAGn ].

The games are simulated as follows:
GA

1 . The game depicts the real attack on iLACKA − IoT
protocol under ROR conditions. A is required to pick a bit
co randomly before initiation of this GA

1 Using definition 1,
following is the result:

ADV iLACKA−IoT
A (tpl) = 2ADV iLACKA−IoT

A,G1
(tpl) (5)

GA
2 . Through GA

2 , A performs eavesdropping over the
public channel during device access control (DAC)
phase of iLACKA − IoT . A can launch Execute query
for the interception of communicated messages, i.e
Msg1 = {IDi,Ai,Ti, zi,Ri,Qi} from Di to Dj, Msg2 =
{IDj,Aj,Tj, zj,Rj,Qj, SKVij} return challenge from Dj to
Di and Msg3 = {SKV ′ij} response from Di to Dj.
Based on eavesdropping, A tries to construct SKij =
h(Bij||Kij||Ti||Tj||IDi||IDj) and A is required to verify the
correctness of SKij by simulating reveal and Test queries. A
is unaware of both the temporary secret pair {ri, rj} and long
term secret pair {xi, xj}. Therefore, the winning probability
of A remains unchanged and both GA

1 and GA
2 are indistin-

guishable. Therefore:

ADV iLACKA−IoT
A,G2

= ADV iLACKA−IoT
A,G1

(6)

GA
3 . It imitates an active attack, where HSf and

CorruptDevice are simulated. The proposed iLACKA − IoT
complete the access control procedure in three (3) messages
and in Msg1 the dynamic alias certificate zi is protected
by oneway function H (.), which is collision resistant (CR);
whereas, in Msg2 both Zj and SKVij and in Msg3 the SKV ′ij
are secure under CR property of H (..). A could use the
intercepted Ri = ri.P and Rj = rj.P and try to construct
Bij = rirj.P and from publicly available and /or intercepted
Qi = xi.p, and Qj = rj.P try to construct Kij = xixj.P,
computing each of Bij and Kij is a computationally infeasible
ECDHHP problem, which cannot be solved in polynomial
time tpl . Likewise, due to the usage of random numbers i.e
ri and rj in zi and zj, makes it computationally infeasible to
extract these random numbers and/or the device certificates.
The digest HSf is always unique because each computa-
tion consists of either current time timestamp or some ran-
dom variable. Moreover, querying CorruptDevice,A gets the
secrets stored in specific deviceDi, which can help in forming
a session key but the random numbers and timestamps as
well as private keys of the non-compromised devices are
important. On exclusion of the HSf and CorruptDevice from
GA
3 , the games GA

2 and GA
3 are ‘‘indistinguishable’’. Using

thr birthday paradox and hardness of ECDDHP, following
relation is reached:

ADV iLACKA−IoT
A,G2

− ADV iLACKA−IoT
A,G3

≤

q2hsf
2|HSf |

+ ADV iLACKA−IoT
A (tpl) (7)

After executing all queries,A is left with guessing the coined
bit co correctly to win GA

3 , it’s clear that:

ADV iLACKA−IoT
A,G3

=
1
2

(8)

Eq. 5 gives:

1
2
ADV iLACKA−IoT

A (tpl) = |ADV
iLACKA−IoT
A,G1

−
1
2
| (9)

Eqs. 6-8 and the triangular inequality will lead to the follow-
ing computations:

1
2
ADV iLACKA−IoT

A (tpl)

= |ADV iLACKA−IoT
A,G1

− ADV iLACKA−IoT
A,G3

|

= |ADV iLACKA−IoT
A,G2

− ADV iLACKA−IoT
A,G3

|

≤

q2hsf
2|HSf |

+ ADV ECDDHP
A (tpl). (10)

Finally, multiplying the Eq. 10 by 2, the result is obtained as:

ADV iLACKA−IoT
A (tpl) ≤

q2hsf
|HSf |
+ 2ADV ECDDHP

A (tpl).

B. SECURITY DISCUSSION
Following subsections present the discussion on attack
resilience of the proposed iLACKA-IoT:

1) DEVICE IMPERSONATION ATTACK
In proposed iLACKA-IoT, the attacker A can try to launch
device impersonate attack (DIA). For DIA, A has to create
a valid and legal request Msg1 = {IDi,Ai,Ti, zi,Ri,Qi}
or response message Msg2 = {IDj,Aj,Tj, zj,Rj,Qj, SKVij}.
For the sake of simplicity, the discussion provided here is
confined to request message Msg1 and there is symmetry
with reply message from the responding device. The A
has access to all public parameters including identities and
public keys of all the participants {Qi = xi.P,QCA =
xCA.P, IDi, IDj,P,Ep(α, β)}. Moreover, under the DY threat
model as described in subsection I-B, A has captured the
messages previously exchanged between the two entities
say MsgPre1 = {IDi,Ai,T Prei , zPrei ,RPrei ,Qi} and Msg2 =
{IDj,Aj,T Prej , zPrej ,RPrej ,Qj, SKV Pre

ij }. Now, A can use the
public parameters and the captured messages to create a new
login request, for that A can replay the public parameters
{IDi,Ai,Qi} along with new timestamp T newi . Let A created
the request message MsgA1 = {IDi,Ai,T

new
i , zAi ,R

A
i ,Qi}.

There are following two possibilities:
1) A just replaces the previous timestamps and use old

values of {zi,Ri}, in this caseA can pass the initial test
zi.P

?
= ci.P + H (Ai||ci||Ri||Qi||Ti)(Ri + Qi) but as A

does not know ri and cannot extract it from Ri = ri.P;
therefore, A will not be able to generate B′ij = ri.Rj,
moreover the computation of Kij = xi.Qj also requires
the private xi of Di. Hence, A cannot compute session
key SK ′ij = h(Bij||Kij||Ti||Tj||IDi||IDj) and ultimately

is unable to pass SKV ′ij
?
= h(SKij||T ′i ) test.
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2) A tries to create new values of {zi,Ri}, in this case A
can not generate valid {Ri = riP, zi = ri + ci} pair
without having the secret certificate of Di. Even if the
secret certificate ci = xCA + (xi + li)H (IDi||Ai) + xi
is exposed to A, without knowing the secret key xi of
Di,A is unable to compute Kij = xi.Qj and session key

SK ′ij = h(Bij||Kij||Ti||Tj||IDi||IDj) and fails SKV ′ij
?
=

h(SKij||T ′i ) test. A can also try to forge public key of
Di by selecting xAi ∈ z

∗
p and computing QA

i = xAi .P
(as it can be forged in the original scheme of Das
et al. proved in subsection III-A). However, the original
certificate ci (of Di) now becomes irrelevant because
it is not useful without genuine secret and public key
pair {xi,Qi} and now A cannot pass initial zi.P

?
=

ci.P+ H (Ai||ci||Ri||Qi||Ti)(Ri + Qi) test.
Therefore, considering all the possible options including

the leakage of original certificate, no adversaryA has advan-
tage to impersonate on behalf of any-other device without
having the private key of the victim. Therefore, iLACKA-IoT
is safe from DIA.

2) MAN IN MIDDLE ATTACK
In proposed iLACKA-IoT, the attacker A can try to launch
man in middle attack (MIMA). For this purpose, A has to
create two valid messages: 1)Msg1 = {IDi,Ai,Ti, zi,Ri,Qi}
to be sent to the responding device Di and 2) Msg2 =
{IDj,Aj,Tj, zj,Rj,Qj, SKVij} to be sent to the receiving
device Dj. Now, again there are following two cases:
1) A just forward original message Msg1 = {IDi,Ai,Ti

, zi,Ri,Qi}, captured from public channel, to the
responding deviceDj and after capturing the reply mes-
sage Msg2 = {IDj,Aj,Tj, zj,Rj,Qj, SKVij} sent it as it
is to requesting device Di. This case is just like passive
listening and A is having no advantage to compute
session key.

2) A tries to forge both messages MsgA1 = {IDi,Ai,T
new
i

, zAi ,R
A
i ,Qi} and Msg

A
2 = {IDj,Aj,T

new
j , zAj ,R

A
j ,

Qj, SKVA
ij }. In this case, it is already proved in sub-

section V-B1 that A cannot constitute any of the valid
message without forging the device specific certificate
and private key and both of these are hard. Therefore,
proposed iLACKA-IoT has capabilities to resist MIM
attack.

3) REPLAY ATTACK
In the device access control phase of proposed iLACKA-
IoT, all the three messages Msg1 = {IDi,Ai,Ti, zi,Ri,Qi},
Msg2 = {IDj,Aj,Tj, zj,Rj,Qj, SKVij} and Msg3 =

{SKV ′ij,T
′
i } contain respective timestamps and these times-

tamps are also included in session key formation process
SK ′ij = h(Bij||Kij||Ti||Tj||IDi||IDj) as well as are also used
in verification parameter SKV ′ij = h(SK ′ij||T

′
j ). Therefore,

replay messages are detected at first stage and even if A
tries to replace the old timestamp with the new freshly gen-
erated TA

i , due to different timestamp used in formation of

session key and verification parameter, A is unable to get
it self authenticated from other device and cannot generate
the session key. Hence, iLACKA-IoT is not a prey of replay
attack.

4) MALICIOUS DEVICE DEPLOYMENT
A may try to deploy a fake/malicious device in the system,
which can further get authenticated and share a session key
with legitimate devices with an ultimate desire to spread fake
information/illegal access to legitimate information. How-
ever, A needs to assign it some identity say IDA and to
compute the device specific certificate cA = xCA + (xA +
lA)H (IDA||AA)+ xA, related parameter AA = (xA + lA).P
along with public and private key pair {xA,QA = xA.P}. A
can select xA ∈ z∗p as private key and can compute public
key QA = xA.P. However, the computation of certificate
cA = xCA+ (xA+ lA)H (IDA||AA)+ xA and binding it with
device specific key pair {xA,QA = xA.P} needs the private
key xCA of the certificate authority. Hence, malicious device
cannot be deployed in the system untilA has private key xCA
of the certificate authority.

5) DEVICE PHYSICAL CAPTURE ATTACK
In proposed iLACKA-IoT, even if an adversary A captures
one or more devices, A has no benefit to compute private
key/ certificate of any-other device of the system. This is
because, every device say Dk has device specific certificate
ck = xCA+(xk+ lk )H (IDk ||Ak )+xk , private key xk and other
related parameters {IDk ,Ak = (xk+ lk ).P,Qk = xk .P} stored
in it and in no way, these parameters give any useful informa-
tion beneficial to expose parameters related to other devices
in the system. Moreover, using the parameters A cannot
expose any useful information for extraction private key xCA
of the certificate authority, as xCA is hidden within certificate
ck = xCA+ (xk + lk )H (IDk ||Ak )+ xk using other parameters
including lk , which is also unknown in addition to xCA. Even
if A captures several (m) device Dk : {k = 1, 2 . . .m},
A is having no benefit to forge any non-compromised
device.

6) EPHEMERAL SECRETS LEAKAGE ATTACK (ESLA)
The leakage of ephemeral secrets in proposed iLACKA-IoT
do not help to reveal the session key SKij = h(Bij||Kij||Ti||Tj||
IDi||IDj) as it depends on both the temporary secrets (Bij =
rj.Ri = ri.Rj = ri.rj.P) ri and rj as well as the long term
private keys of both communicating devices (Kij = xj.Qi =
xi.Qj = xi.xj.P) xi and xj of the Di and Dj, respectively. So,
if temporary secret pair {ri, rj} are exposed, it can help an
adversary A to compute Bij = ri.rj.P but without private
key of any participant, A has no benefit to compute (Kij =
xi.xj.P). Similarly, if A gets private keys xi and xj and does
not have access to one or both temporary secrets ri and rj,
theA has advantage in computing Kij = xi.xj.P butA has no
advantage of computing Bij = ri.rj.P without knowing one
or both temporary secrets ri and rj. Hence proposed scheme
resists ESLA.
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VI. COMPARISONS WITH RELATED SCHEMES
In following sections, a brief discussion on performance
including computation and communication cost along with
provision of security features comparisons between proposed
iLACKA-IoT and related schemes [7], [8], [11]–[13] is given:

A. PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
In this subsection, the comparisons of the proposed scheme
with related schemes [7], [8], [11]–[13] relating to computa-
tion and communication costs are provided. For comparing
the computation costs, following notations along with corre-
sponding running time as per the experiment performed by
Kilinc and Yanik [37] on a dual PC (E2200) with 2 GB RAM
and 2.20 processor speed over Ubuntu OS and PBC library
are introduced in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Guide for computation costs.

The initiating device in proposed iLACKA-IoT performs
5Tem, 6Tea and 8Thf , the same computation cost is required
in receiving device. Therefore, total computation cost to
complete a single procedure in proposed scheme is 10Tem +
6Tea + 8Thf with running time of ≈ 22.4512 ms; whereas,
the scheme of Das et al. [13] is 18Tem + 6Tea + 12Thf
with running time ≈ 31.3644. Referring Table 3 proposed
iLACKA-IoT has least running time as compared with all the
schemes [7], [8], [11]–[13].

TABLE 3. Performance comparisons.

The common parameter sizes are selected for comput-
ing the comparative communication costs of the proposed
and related schemes [7], [8], [11]–[13], we have considered
SHA−1with 160 bit size, the size of RSAmodular parameters
and ECC point are taken as 1024 and 320 bits, as per the
recommended size by NIST, the size of identity and random
numbers are fixed as 160 bits, while size of timestamps is
taken as 32 bits long. The proposed iLACKA-IoT completes
authentication in 3 message exchanges. During Msg1 =
{IDi,Ai,Ti, zi,Ri,Qi} transmitted by initiating deviceDi total
{160 + 320 + 32 + 160 + 320 + 320} = 1312 bits are
sent to receiving device Dj, while the reply messageMsg2 =
{IDj,Aj,Tj, zj,Rj,Qj, SKVij} from Dj completes by sending
{160+ 320+ 32+ 160+ 320+ 320+ 160} = 1472 bits to

TABLE 4. Security features.

initiating device Di. The last message Msg3 = {SKV ′ij,T
′
i },

from Di to Dj contains 160 bits transfer. Therefore, pro-
posed iLACKA-IoT accomplishes the access control proce-
dure with communication cost of 2944, which is less than
[7], [11], [13] and is slight higher than schemes proposed
in [8], [12].

B. SECURITY FEATURES
This subsection elaborates the comparisons of security prop-
erties and attack resilience of the proposed iLACKA-IoT and
related schemes [7], [8], [11]–[13]. Referring the summary
of said comparisons in Table 4, the scheme of Das et al.
is insecure against device impersonation and man in middle
attacks; whereas, the both the schemes [11] presented by
Luo et al. and [7] presented by Li et al. are weak against
ephemeral secret leakage (ESL) attack and do not provide
mutual authentication as well as lack the formal security
proof. Furthermore, [11] also does not provide direct D2D
access control and needs an intermediate agent for com-
pletion of authentication procedure. The scheme presented
in [8] has correctness issues, where the receiving device is
forced to get authenticated with an unknown device. More-
over, the scheme is static and cannot provide authentication
between different devices; while the scheme [12] proposed
by Jia et al. also needs an intermediate agent for com-
pletion of authentication between two entities and cannot
provide direct D2D authentication. Out of the related and
compared schemes, only proposed iLACKA-IoT provides
attack resilience and extends the important known security
features.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we first analyzed a recent access control
scheme proposed recently by Das et al.We have shown that
the scheme LACKA-IoT is insecure against device imper-
sonation and man in middle attacks. An improved scheme
iLACKA-IoT is then proposed to overcome the weaknesses
of LACKA-IoT. The security of the proposed scheme is
proved using formal and informal methods. The proposed
iLACKA-IoT provides better security and performance than
related schemes, specifically it has low computation, commu-
nication cost as comparedwith LACKA-IoT and it overcomes
the weaknesses of the same. The proposed iLACKA-IoT
completes the access control and the key establishment phase
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in just 22.4512 ms and by exchanging 2944 bits. The pro-
posed iLACKA-IoT has reduced approximately 39.7% com-
putation and 12% communication overhead as compared
with previous LACKA-IoT scheme proposed by Das et al.
Therefore, proposed iLACKA-IoT is a good candidate for
deployment in real scenarios.
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